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Rebekah Ross

Her Shoes
She wore them
with good-natured resolve she wore them
They did not fit
their only gift—chafed, pained heels
yet, they were hers
she wore them just the same,
absent of complaint
 
In delight she arrived
to my home she arrived,
discarding the orange shoes to be worn again,
worn once more to find replacements—shoes that fit
Her generous eyes indeed found shoes
first, Mary Jane’s for Abigail
Niece first, then
a pair for Auntie
 
Her smile
She wore it
better than her new shoes, she wore it well
Like sun rays, it illuminated her face
when she wore it, which—she always did
A radiant thing,
her familiar smile
It banished any darkness
And she wore it
as she offered the old, orange shoes as a gift
to one whose feet they fit
 
The forgotten gift sat on the floor
left by the young visitor
Her smile erupted,
and I saw, as she touched the old pair,
How forgiving and kind it was!
She left the shoes on the floor
She would return for them
 
She didn’t return
neither did her smile
The shoes, not understanding, waited
for nothing
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I returned to them, alone
With a pain I saw them waiting—and remembered
The shoes!
She wore them!
The pain...the empty pain,
a tear—no, never a single tear.
With silence the shoes greeted and were greeted
So light! but too heavy to hold
I moved them, to my bedroom floor
by her lonely bag, I set them
 
On the floor, the shoes now sit
in silence, waiting
for her it seems
The bag, of late, returned to her parents
but the shoes, no
the shoes she hadn’t wanted—not important
“You may keep them. No one wants them.”
 
So there they remain
on the floor, I see them now
I see them wait
her shoes—stubborn things
If only they knew
If only I could explain to them...no,
it wouldn’t change their waiting
just perhaps the purpose for it
For we all wait
for something better
Like Morgan’s shoes
we wait with patience
but, with different patience—a hope-filled patience
Patience, hope, perseverance
to see her again, and her smile
For we will! one day—
one bright day, where her smile will greet the light,
a warmth finally seen by all
and embraces, without tears—these tears forgotten
Peace! Abundance! Joy! 
Death swallowed up in victory!
That is why we wait—our hope
 
The shoes, I see
as a gift now, for me—for anyone
a gift of hope, a reminder—
her shoes


